
 

 

Status of the Ukrainian nuclear power plants and the nuclear industry 
of Ukraine 

 The NNEGC Energoatom informs that as of May 24, 2022, all four operating nuclear 

power plants in Ukraine continue to generate electricity steadily. Their total current 

capacity provides the necessary amounts of electricity for the needs of the country. 

Radiation, fire and environmental conditions at the industrial sites of nuclear power 

plants and adjacent territories have not changed and are within current standards. 

Regarding the situation at the Zaporizhzhya NPP, the Chornobyl NPP  
and other nuclear facilities of Ukraine  

Current situation on Zaporizhzhya NPP 

 The Zaporizhzhya NPP and Energodar city are occupied by the Russian military units 

since 04 March 2022.  

 According to information received from the Zaporizhzhya NPP management ZNPP 
continues to operate in the power system of Ukraine and produces the current 
capacity of its power units, operational personnel continue monitoring the state of 
power units and ensuring their safe operation in accordance with the requirements 
of the operating procedures. 

 The Zaporizhzhya NPP management also informs: 

 the NPP operation is carried out exclusively by Zaporizhzhya NPP personnel, 

constant rotation of personnel is ensured; 

 no changes in the radiological situation at the NPP site, in the control area, 

and in the observation area have been registered. 

 According to information of the SNRIU after the seizure of the Zaporizhzhya NPP by 

Russian troops, representatives of Rosatom, in the presence of the occupying troops, 

informed the management and employees of the ZNPP about their intentions to 

include the Ukrainian NPP in the structure of the Rosatom corporation. Subsequently, 

representatives of Rosatom began to monitor the technological and management 

processes at ZNPP. Representatives of Russia strictly prohibit photo and video 

recording on the territory of ZNPP, there are threats (including the use of weapons) 

against persons who intend to do this. 

 On May 23, Serhiy Shvets, an employee of the Zaporizhzhya NPP, was shot by the 

Russian military in his apartment. The man was hospitalized at a local hospital in 

critical condition. He received numerous penetrating bullet wounds and lost a large 

amount of blood. On the operating table, doctors fought for his life for more than 10 

hours. Now Serhiy Shvets is under medical supervision. 

 



 

Current situation on Chornobyl NPP and in the Exclusion Zone 

 Today, on May 24, the radiation situation at the ChNPP site is without changes. The 

monitored parameters of the equipment are within the boundaries set by the 

technological regulations. Operating personnel continues to ensure nuclear and 

radiation safety. 

Information on the nuclear subcritical installation “Neutron Source” state 

 According to the information received from the operating organization (NRC KIPT), 

as of May 24, 2022, the situation at the Source of Neutrons remains unchanged: 

 the nuclear installation has been transferred into a deep subcritical state 

(“long-term shutdown” mode since 24 February 2022); 

 operational personnel monitor the state of the NSI “Neutron Source”; 

 off-site power supply to the NSI “Neutron Source” is absent, and due to the 

constant shelling it is not possible to restore it; 

 the on-site radiation situation is within the standard limits; 

 the personnel continue implementing measures to eliminate the consequences 

of the hostilities and maintain the operability of the nuclear installation 

equipment. 

 NRC KIPT reminds that as a result of the shelling of the NSI “Neutron Source”, the 

external power supply system, the air conditioning system of the cooling system of 

the klystron gallery of the linear electron accelerator and the building (the nuclear 

plant itself, as well as the pump room and cooling towers, the isotope laboratory) 

have already been damaged. The probability of new damage to NS  “Neutron 

Source”, which can directly affect the state of nuclear and radiation safety, remains 

high due to constant shelling by Russian troops. 

War in Ukraine 

 The nineties day of the resistance of Ukraine to the Russian military invasion 

continues. 

 The Ministry of Defense informs that in the Donetsk direction, Russian Federation 

continues to conduct active offensive operations, trying to break through the 

defenses of our troops and reach the administrative borders of Luhansk region. 

 In the Slobozhansky direction, the enemy's units focused their main efforts on 

maintaining their positions. In the Kharkiv and Slovyansk directions Russians carried 

out artillery shelling of units of the Defense Forces of Ukraine in the area of the village 

of Tsirkuni. Also the Russian army carried out reconnaissance by fight near the 

settlement of Apiary, suffered losses and withdrew. 

 In the Donetsk direction, the Russian army launched air strikes on civilian 

infrastructure in the settlements of Kramatorsk, Lyman and Slovyansk. The Russian 

army is advancing in the Severodonetsk and in the Bakhmut direction. 

 In the Avdiivka, Kurakhiv, Novopavliv and Zaporizhzhia directions, the Russian troops 

carried out attacks with assault and army aircraft.  

 The Russian army did not conduct active hostilities in the South Buh area. Russians 

fired at our troops with mortars, multiple rocket launchers, artillery and 

counterattack. Inflicted an air strike near the settlement of Mykolajivka. The Russian 



 

army carried out engineering and logistical support for his troops. 

 In the temporarily occupied territory of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, the 

Russia is forming reserve units to conduct hostilities on the territory of Ukraine. 

 On the evening of May 24, the Russians again fired on the border regions of Sumy 

region. This was reported by the Operational Command “North”. 

 Russian enemy remains threatened by missile and air strikes from the territory of the 

republic of belarus. 

 Serhiy Haidai, Head of Luhansk State Administration, gives an update on the situation 

in Luhansk region: To reach the goal of taking over the entire Luhanks region russian 

army sent 25 batallion tactical groups, 500 men each. They also sent an immense 

number of vehicles and equipment. Severodonetsk is being fired at from ever weapon 

available to them. Haidai asks locals to stay in shelters because it is becoming 

increasingly harder and harder to gather people safely and evacuate them. 

 In Mykolaiv region, Russian occupiers directed civilian cars with locals, trying to 

evacuate, towards the minefields. Some of those cars got blown up, the ones that 

escaped the mines were shot at by the russians. The passengers, including 2 young 

kids, died. - Operational Command “South”. 

 By the end of the year, the Ukrainian military should enter the territory of the 

occupied Crimea — Kyrilo Budanov Head of the Main Intelligence Directorate of the 

Ministry of Defense of Ukraine also added that there are 2 options for the end of the 

war for the Russian Federation: - Changing of political leadership while formally 

maintaining the territorial integrity of Russia, so everyone will blame Putin personally 

for the war, they will withdraw troops from all the occupied territories around the 

world; - Separation of Russia into three or more parts. These will be the new 

independent states. 

 400 million people around the world are on the verge of hunger. Details: Blocking 

Ukrainian ports, taking away grain from Ukrainian farmers, precisely destroying farms 

and oil depots, Russia wants 400 million people to starve, emigrate to Europe, so 

that it would allocate crazy funds to stabilize the situation. 

 Vital cargo has arrived from Ukraine to Lithuania. Details: The first train with 

Ukrainian grain finally arrived in Lithuania. Then the cargo will go to the port of 

Klaipeda for loading onto merchant ships for further transportation to it's 

destinations. 

 Only schools with bomb shelters will start their work in Ukraine In September. Details: 

Not all Ukrainian schools will be able to accept pupils at the start of the academic 

year in September. Now there is an acute issue with the development of the 

mechanism of offline learning, but it all depends on the situation in the country - 

Deputy Minister of Education Andrii Vitrenko. According to him, schools are being 

tested for bomb shelters to ensure the safety of children and teachers. In addition, 

there will be a revision of the school curriculum due to the war. Literature and history 

modules will be subject to changes. 

 Denmark agreed to transfer Harpoon anti-ship missiles and launchers to Ukraine. 

 

Sources: t.me/energoatom_ua, t.me/pravdaGerashchenko_en, Centre for Strategic 
Communication, Ministry of Defense of Ukraine  

 

https://www.pravda.com.ua/articles/2022/05/24/7348122/
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“Someone gave us only three days, and we endured three brave, victorious, 

heroic months and continue to fight for our freedom and independence. I am 

grateful to everyone who does everything for the victory. For peace in Ukraine“, 

Volodymyr Zelensky. 


